Eva Hansen wakes in the hospital after being discharged from the police station. She is suspicious of her. How do you prove you didn’t do it? Eva Hansen wakes in the hospital after being discharged from the police station. She is suspicious of her. How do you prove you didn’t do it?

As Eva unravels her mother’s carelessness, she soon realizes someone doesn’t want her to know the truth. And with violent memories beginning to emerge, Eva doesn’t know whom to trust.


“Behind Every Lie”
by Christina McDonald

(NAPS)—If you can’t remember it, how do you prove you didn’t do it? If you can’t remember it, how do you prove you didn’t do it? // Reading Potpourri: Domestic Thriller, Historical Fiction, Guide For How To Learn, And Touching Memoir Of Survival

“A key skill in all skills: learn how to learn, and touching memoir of survival are books #readers may find useful and inspiring. #Alaska #CivilWar

“Epic Solitude: A Story of Survival and a Quest for Meaning in the Far North”
by Katherine Keith

This powerful and touching story of one woman fighting her way out of trauma into freedom is excellent for fans of Cheryl Strayed’s “Wild” and John Krakauer’s “Into the Wild.” From Blackstone Publishing, purchase at https://amzn.to/39SeD1F.
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After fleeing her life in Minnesota as a young adult for an idyllic and rustic existence in Alaska, and then suffering the loss of her husband and infant daughter, Keith embarks on a quest for healing and meaning. While independently raising her second daughter, Keith found the solace she sought in athleticism and solitude as a competitive dog-musher traversing thousands of miles of Alaska’s tundra.
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